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Abstract-The buckling stiffness matrix of a refined plate bending element is derived for various continuous
and non-uniforn1 distributions of in~plane forces. Elements of this matrix are expressed in an explicit form
and can. therefore. be readily used in a finite element computer program for solving plate buckling problems
with various loading and edge conditions. A ~umber of problems are solved and the results obtained are
compared with analytical and/or numerical results obtained by using other procedures. It is shown that
the refined plate bending element is superior to simpler clements when used for solving plate buckling
problems.

I. INTRODUCTION
FOR THE analysis of plate bending problems, a large variety of finite element models have
been developed. For the classical plate theory the complete satisfaction of the displacement
continuity requires the continuity of displacements and the normal slopes along inter
element boundaries. The construction of a displacement shape function for the interior of
an element, which will also ensure compatibility along the elemental boundaries, is difficult,
even for elements of simple geometry.
For triangular elements it has been found that compatibility requirements can be
fulfilled completely if a quintic polynominal is used as a shape function. Such a shape
function possesses 21 constants and it can be described by the displacement, and the first
two derivatives of the displacement at each v~tex of the triangle and 3 normal slopes at
midsides of the element. Alternatively by imposition of 3 constraints the midside nodes can
be eliminated and an element of 18 degrees-of-freedom is then developed. The term refined
element refers to the large number of degrees-of-freedom per element. The elimination of
3 degrees-of-freedom results in a slight loss in accuracy, and fu'rther the element becomes
direction dependent.
The development of this refined triangular bending element and its variants was
undertaken by several investigators independently: by Withum [I], Argyris et al. [2, 3J,
Bell [4], Visser [5], Cowper et al. [6-8] and Butlin et al. [9]. The results obtained when using
the refined elements converge very rapidly, and the accuracy of these results is quite
superior to results obtained by using I~lfger number of simpler elements having the same
number of degrees-of-freedom.
The refined element has been used for static stress and vibration analysis of plates [6-8].
To complete its application to plate bending problems, we extend its use to plate buckling
problems, and present several examples clearly indicating the superiority of the refined
element in buckling problems as well.
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2. THE PLATE BUCKUNG PROBLEM
The equations of motion of a plate subjected to in-plane forces, and freely vibrating
with frequency. OJ. are expressed by the variational statement:
(I)

where U is the strain energy of the plate. OJ2T is its complementary kinetic energy. and W is
the potential energy of the in-plane forces. All energy terms are functions of the plate
displacement, w. and ill'equation (I) only w is subject to variation.
For finite element formulation

(2)
where Ue , W. and Te are energy quantities of the individual elements.
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1. Coordinate system for one element.

In terms of the local coordinate system of an element, see Fig. 1, the energy functions
are:
U,=

ff.~
d~dq
ff. !(N((W2,d:~"W2,,+2N(,w,(w,,) d~dq
ff. d~dq
(w 2 ,((+ w2,,, + 2vw,((w,,,+ 2(1- v),. 2,(,)

W.=

T. =

!plW

2

(3)
(4)
(5)

where D=Et 3 /12(I-v 2 ) is the flexural rigidity of the plate, N ~~, N "" and N~" are prescribed
in-plane forces per unit length, p is the mass per unit area of the plate material, and the
integrals are taken ,over the total surface area of the element. It is now assumed that the
normal displacement of the plate is given by a quintic polynomial:
(6)

or
21

w= "' -

i= I

a·e m;,,"; .
I.

(7)
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where the indices mj and nj can be identified from equation (6), and Qj are undetermined
coefficients. In [7] the coefficient of the term ~411 in equation (6) is equated to zero ensuring
that the slope normal to the edge 11=0 is a cubic polynomial. in addition two further
constraints are imposed to ensure that the slopes normal to the remaining two edges of
the element also take the form of cubic polynomials. Thus the matrix which relates the
20 unspecified coefficients Qj to the 18 nodal quantities is rectangular, and it is denoted by
[T2 ]·
In terms of the global coordinate system the strain energy of an element is:
(8)

where (K] is the stiffness matrix of the element and [R] is the rotation matrix that transforms
the local coordinates to global coordinates. Matrices [K], (T2 ] and [R] are given in [7J.
The kinetic energy of the element in terms of the global coordinate system is:
(9)

where [M] is the consistent mass matrix. This matrix is also given in [71.
The in-plane forces N ~.:' N "" and N~" are usually prescribed in the global coordinate
system and in the present analysis we assume that they may take the foJlowing forms:
N xx =N«(1.1 +i%2 x +(1.JY+:X.;·ty)
Nyy=N(Pt +P2 X +PJy+P4XY)
N:q.=N(YI-!JJX-(1.2Y- .5p:zx2 - .5(1.4)'2)

(10)

where N is the critical load at which buckling takes place. It is obvious that the prescribed
in-plane forces causing the plate to buckle need not be uniformly distributed over the edges
of the plate. Equations (10) implicitly satisfy the in plane equilibrium of the plate and by
specifying the constants:X1 ... '/'1 a variety of force distributions can be described for which
solutions may be obtained. Components of these forces in the local coordinate system are
obtained as:
N~~=N(A 1 +A 2x+A Jy+ A 4 xy+ Asx l +Aoy 2)

N",,=N(B 1 +B2 x+BJ .v+ B4x+ yB sx 2 +B6y 2)
N~,,=N(CI + C 2 x+ CJY+ C4.\'j'+ C~;(2 +C6y 2).

(II)

For the values of At to C6 in terms of (1.1 to 1'1 see the appendi.'C.
The transformation from the global to the local coordinate system can be completed
using the following equations:

= [c~SU
{x}
y
smO

- SinH] {~}+
cosO
. '1

{C r }
dr

(12)

where c" and de are the cartesian coordinates of the origin of the local coordinate system
given in global coordinates. see Fig. I.
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Expressing equation (II) in terms of and '1 and also using equation (7) in the
expression for W~ in equation (4) and carrying out the integration over the area of the
element one can obtain the following discretised expression for We in terms of Q j
(13)

In terms of the global coordinate system We is
(14)

where elements of [KbJ are given in the appendix.
The expressions for Ue, We and Te can now be computed in terms of the element
parameters, and the usual procedure of assembly of elemental matrices is used to obtain
the global equations of the complete plate. These equations can be written in the following
eigenvalue form
( 15)
where {q} is the vector of the glo bal varia bles.

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
A number of buckling problems of square plates have been solved using the elemental
matrices outlined in this paper and a summary of the results obtained is given in Table 1.
Eigenvalues and their associated vectors were computed from equation (15) for three
different cases:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

free natural vibration-(zero in-plane forces)-i. t.= pIalL 4( D
pure buckling-(no vibration)-A.b=NL 2(TC 2 D
combined buckling and vibration-{in-plane forces equal in magnitude to half
the buckling loads)-A. lJb =ptalL4 (D where L is the side length of the square
plate.

Results were computed for square plates having a length-to-thickness ratio of 0·01,
and for different boundary conditions. Two arrangements of the elements were considered
the Q arrangement as used in [7], and a new arrangement which will be referred to as the
PQ arrangement, see Fig. 2.

/

o.
FlO.

b.

/-/1

c.

2. Element arrangements: (a) Q arrangement; (b) PQ arrangement; (c) nonsymmetric
arrangement.

-----------
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I. Buckling and vibration eigenvalues of a square plate under various in-plane loading

configurations
Example ArrangeConfiguration
number ment
I
Q
y
dof=22
r --,

i. l ,

i. b

389·X3

1.l:b

Loading

4·0019
Exact-4'00
[17]

194·92

Constant N

306'97

Constant
NL/I

197·12

Nr =(I--yiL)N

287·02

.\r=(1 -2J'/LlN

307·74

Constant

194·84

Cons1tanl
N r , Ny

7

:: 9·5998
Exact =9·34
[17]
7·8221
Exact=- 7'~
[17]
17·081
Exact =25'6
[17]
=- 9·3769
Exact c' 9'34
[17]
2·0002
Exact=2'00
[17]
3'4577

209'63

X

],9172

199·33

Constanl
,V:r;, Nr!!
Constant
NL' Ny, NLY

5'3051
Exact = 5·30
[17]

658'94

4'692'J
Exact =-4,5
[17]

704''J'J

Constanl
:Yr. N.,. Nrl!

705·65

Constant

~39'97

14'663
Exact = 12·28
[17]
13·370

679·63

Constant
N LlI

846·88

15'460

467·54

Nz=(l-yIL)N

725·61

:Vr =(l-2yIL)N

12·804

284·03

Nr=(y/L)N

10·131

282·70

.VL

I

I

IL.. __ ..JI

x

'2

Exact '-"
389·63
[6-8J

3

5

389·67

PQ
dof 46

(I

9

PQ
dof ·,,34

y

x

10

II

Q
dof= 14

11

PQ
dof=38

J3

Q
dof= 14

14

ytL
y[L
ytL
ytL

1296·8
(upperlower
bound)=
1294·9
[6-8]

846·88

.V'II

Nr~1

x

I

I

I

I

53·145

Constant

iV'" Ny

I

x

15

Q
dof= 18

I

561 ·37

I

L__ J

16

=(

I-y/L)N

x

17

Q
dof=25

I
I

I

I

I

161'13

6·8378

84'614 N x '-:(yiLlN

I

Y

Notation: dof ... degrees-or-freedom
clamped edge

== simply supported edge

--

fr~e

edge.

B.
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The eigenvalues computed in each case are upper bound, and they are compared with
those obtained by other investigators using different methods. The number of degrees-of
freedom, listed in Table 1 refers to the whole plate after imposing the kinematic boundary
conditions.
Exact values for examples 13- 17 are not available, and the computed results are
compared to va lues obtained graphically from [19]. Examples 2, 5, 11 and 12 indicate the
rapid convergence of the element used. It is also clear that the PQ arrangement, as
suggested in this paper, is superior to the Q arrangement presented in [1J. Thus a 4 x 4
grid for a square clamped plate, using the Q arrangement and having 55 degrees-of-freedom,
see [7], resulted in the first eigenvalue of ).1/= 1296'06, whereas a 2 x 2 grid of the same
problem involving only 34 degrees-of-freedom in the PQ arrangement yielded ).1/= 1296·8
resulting in a substantial saving in computer time, while obtaining essentiaUy the same
accuracy.
The arrangements of the elements were so chosen as to preserve the symmetry properties
of the plate. It was found that when the arrangement of elements fails to reflect the·
symmetry of the plate and its boundary conditions, then obviously the eigenmodes do not
exhibit the inherent symmetry of the structure either. For example if the direction of the
in-plane shear forces acting on a square plate is reversed, then the buckling eigenvalues
must be equal and opposite. This should be the case in examples 2 and 5. However, in
example 2 if the arrangement of the elements is that shown in Fig. 2c which is not centrally
symmetric, the values of the first buckling modes are 9·49 and -10'3. If, however, the
centrally symmetrical Q or PQ arrangements are used, the values of the first buckling made
are exactly equal but opposite in sign, as expected considering the complete symmetry of
the geometry of the plate and its loading.
Results for both vibration and buckling analysis using the refined 18 degree-of-freedom
element are superior to the results of the analyses presented in [10-12, 15, 16].

4. CONCLUSIONS
The buckling stiffness matrix for a refined plate bending element has been derived.
This buckling stiffness matrix can take into consideration a variety of in-plane force
distributions and supporting conditions. Elements of this buckling matrix are expressed in
an explicit form and can be readily used in a finite element computer program for solving
plate buckling problems, when the prescribed buckling load is non-uniformly distributed
along the edges of the plate. Several examples of buckling, free vibrations, and combined
buckling and vibration problems of plates were solved, and the calculated results were
compared with the analytical and numerical results obtained using other procedures.
It was found that:

(i)

the results obtained using the refined plate bending element is always more
accurate than results obtained using larger number of simpler elements when the
total number of degrees-of-freedom is the same. Alternatively for a given
accuracy the degrees-of-freedom required (or the computational cost) is less if
refined elements are used instead of simpler elements;

(ii)

if refined elements are used the Q arrangement, see Fig. 2, which was shown in [7]
to be superior as far as accuracy is concerned is in fact inferior to the PQ
arrangement suggested in this paper;
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(iii)
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if the plate and its loading is symmetrical and a symmetrical arrangement of
elements is used then by reversing the direction of the prescribed shear forces
the buckling eigenvalues will be equal and opposite in sign, if the element
arrangement is non-symmetrical then the buckling eigenvalues are opposite in
sign' but will not be equal in magnitude.
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APPENDIX
The buckling stiffness matrix
The coefficients A 1 to C6 of eq uation (II) are obtained in terms of the coefficients =t:
to YI of the' prescribed in-plane loads by a simple transformation of rotation of axis
A =-=C 2(X1 +2SCYl +S2Pl
1

A z =C 2(X2 -2SCPJ +S2P2
A 3 = C 2cxJ - 2SCCX2 + S2 PJ

A~=C

2

'
0(4+S 2
{1~

A s = -SC{f4
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A 6 = -SCiJ.4

8 t =S2t;J,t- 2SCYl +CZ/J,

82=S2~2 +2SC{J3 + C 2P2
8 3=S2a.3 +2SCa.z + C 2f13
84=S2~4 + C 2f14
8 S =SCf14
8 6 =SCiJ. 4
C 1 =SC(Pt -iJ.t)+C 2 -S Z )"h
C Z =SC(!J2 -t;J,2) _(C 2 - S2)!J3
C 3 =SC({J3 -t;J,3)-(C2 -S2)t;J,2
C 4 =SC({J4-t;J,4)
C s = -O'S(C 2 -S2)#4
C 6 = -O·S(C 2 _S 2)iJ.4

(16)

where
I

C=cos(} and

S~sinO.

(17)

Considering the symmetry of the buckling stiffness matrix, i.e. (K")ij=(Kb)jj, and the
loading represented by equation (11), the elements of this matrix are:
(K b)ij=m j.m j [A,.F(mij-2, nij)+A 2{C.F(mij-l, n;)-S.F(mij-2, nij+l)
+ce .F(mij-2, nij)}+A 3{S.F(Jnij-l, nij)+C .F(mij-2, lIij+ I)
+d p .F(mij-2, n;j)}+A 4{S.C.F(mij, lIij)+(C 2 _S 2).F(mij-l, lIij+ 1)

- S. C. F(mij - 2, nij+2) +(S. cr + C. d r ). F(rnij -1, nij)+(C, c"
- S. dr ). F(mij - 2, lIij + I) + C2' dp • F(rn;j - 2, n j)} + A s{ C 2. F(mij' n jj )
-2.S.C.F(mij-l, lIij+ 1)+S2 .F(mij-2, lIij+2)+2.C.c e .F(l1lij-l, lIij)
- 2. S. C. F(rnij - 2, Ilij + J) + c; . F(rnjj - 2, llj)} + A 6 { S2 F(m jj, lI;i)
+2.S.C.F(mij-l, nij+l)+C 2 .F(rnij-2, nij+2)+2.S.deF(mij-l, lIij)
+2.ce .cle .F(l1lij-2, llij+I)+d; .F(mij-2, Ilj)}]+lIj.ll j [B t .F(mij' "ij-2)
+B 2 .{C.F(mij+ I, lIij-2)-S.F(IIlij' lIij-I)+ce.F(mij' llij-2)}
+B 3 . {S .F(mij+ I, nij-2)+ C .F(In;j' llij-I)+de.F(rnj j , nij-2)}
+B 4 .{S.C.F(rnij+2, llij-2)+(C 2 -S 2).F(rnij+I, llij-l)-S.C.F(mjj' nij)
+(S .ce + G. ell') .F(mij+ 1, kij -2)+(C. ce - S. de)' F(m jj , Ilij -1)
+ce.ele.F(mjj' nij-2)}+B s .{C 2 .F(rn;j+2, nij-2)-2.S.C.F(mij+J, Ilij-I)
+S2 .F(m;j' llij)+2.C.c.... F(Mij+ I, Nij-2)-2,S,cl(.F(mij' Ilij-l)
+ce 2.F(m;j' llij-2)}+8 6 .{S2.F(mij+2, lIij-2)-2.S.C.F(mij+ I, /lij-I)

+ C. 2F(mj j ,; Ilj) +2.S. de' F(rnij+ 1,

nij -2)+2. C. de' F(mij' nij-l)

+d;.F(mjj.lljj-2)}]+(rnj.llj+mj.llj)[{Cl.F(mij-l, lIij+ I)

+ C 2' {C .F(m jj, lIij -1)- S .F(mjj -l,

Iljj) + Ceo F(mij -1, Ilij -l)}

+('3' {S .F(ln jj,

nlj-l)+ C .F(mij-J, Ilj)+d e .F(mij- I, Ilij-I)}
2
2
.
+C 4 • { S.C.F(rnij+l, Ilj j -l)+(C -S ).F(mjj' n;)-S.C.F(mj j -1, llij+l)
+(S. Ce+ C. de)' F(m;j' Ilij - 1) +(C. C,,- s. de>. F(mij - I. Ilij)
+c... cI... F(m jj -l, llij-l)}+C s .{C 2 .F(mij+l, llij-I)-2.S.C.F(III;j' IIj)
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+S2.F(lJIij-l.
+

c; .F(mij -

lI ij

1.121

+ 1)+1.C.c,..F(In;j' lI;j-I)-2.S.c... F(lJIij-l, "ij)

I, /I;j - I)} + C(). {S. 2 F(m jj + I. /lij - 1) + 2. S. C. F(m;j' "i)

+CZ.F(mjj-l, " U + 1)+1.S.d.... F(m ij . lIij-I)+2.c .·dt!.F(l1Jij-l, /lij)
+d... ::F(mjj-l, "ij-I)}]
t

(IS)

where

m ij = m j + 111 j
and

In i

and

/I;

are the exponents in equation (7).

and a, hand c are element dimensions, see Fig. I. The coefficients A I to C6 and Sand C
are defined in equations (16) and (17). Finally Ct' and d(. denote the coordinates of the
origin of the local coordinate system. see Fig. :.

